You are summons to a meeting of

Appleton Le Moors Parish Council
on Thursday 9th May at 6:30 in the Village Hall

Annual Parish Meeting - Open to all residents of the parish
Update on planning for quarry (Jon, Geoff)

Playing Fields
Last Annual meeting, playing field committee asked us to pay their insurance,
so far not happened this year.
Fracking
Fracking group not been quite as active as previously.
Quarry
Friday 17th May 10.30 am the PC have been invited to a meeting at the
quarry by Mark Hill of NYM Parks. PC are all unavailable so Jonathan and
Geoff will attend and report back to the PC.
Parks taking enforcement action against George Winn Darley as he hasn’t
fully completed the legally required work to put the quarry back as it should
be. The only person from the NYM at the original meeting was Mark Hill
where this was all agreed. In law the enforcement cannot happen if there is a
planning application in progress. The Parks have decided not to take him to
court as that may result in a fine which would then mean no further action
would be needed by George. If the parks follow enforcement option then
George could get a custodial sentence. The officers and not aware that they
are not committed to the original planning agreement as nothing can be done
to develop without say so of the Secretary of State.
Bottom part of the quarry is potentially best land for common grazing, this is
the area that hasn’t been done. Jonathan wants PC to review their thoughts
on the quarry, because if it goes to a public enquiry the PCs view will count.
Was the planning application a deliberate attempt to overturn the legal
agreement? Interestingly the plans with caravans have no connection to the
actual land layout.
PC Minutes

19.1 Receive apologies
None
19.2 Declaration of interest
None
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19.3 Financial update
i) Annual Governance Statement signed
ii) Accounting Statement signed Ali looked at this and all OK, and has been
posted on web. Fixed assets gone up as have extra dog bin.
19.4 Appoint Chair Gary proposed Margot seconded by Lynne
Special thanks to Gary from PC for previous years work.
19.5 Approve minutes of last meeting 14th March 2019
Agreed and signed
19.6 Spaunton Quarry - future response.
Land swap one issue, planning is a separate issue.
Need to get more information before PC make a decision.
19.7 Litter in the village, purchase of a litter picker approved this could be left
at village hall and ask for volunteers. Possibly could use the village hall bin?
PC will ask Village Hall committee to raise at their meeting. If OK will put in
newsletter
19.8 Plans for the next year
None
19.9 Dates for future meetings
6 ,meetings again every 2 months aim for first Thursday July..September etc
19.10 Matters for the next meeting
Tree work at the church,
Public access on private land

